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 HUMAN RIGHTS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION OF
 THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES: GUARANTEES

 A N D RE S T R I C T I O N S

 Dr Mohamed A. Al Roken*

 INTRODUCTION

 On 10 December 1948, the General Assembly of the United Nations adopted the
 Universal t)eclaration of Human Rights, at a meeting held at Palis de Called in
 Paris. In 1950, the Assembly called upon countries of the world to observe 10
 December of each year as a human Rights Day, in order to firther the basic rights
 and freedoms contained in the Declaration.

 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights consists of 30 articles covering the
 civil, political, economic, social, and cultural rights of human beings. The text of
 the Declaration includes the most important rights and freedoms of individuals
 such as the right to life, the right to ownership, liberty and equality, rhe right to
 think and express oneself, the right to work, the right to education and many other
 essential rights. Many jurists consider the Declaration as a binding instrwnent on
 all member states of the United Nations (UN) as it actually interprets the UN
 Charter. American scholars supported this view, and so did the Western
 representatives. However, it was opposed by the (former) Soviet Union.

 The Universal Declaration of Human Rights was the first legal framework
 which set the stage for an international law of human rights. It was followed by a
 series of regional and international covenants spelling out the hurnan rights and
 freedoms that states are required to provide to their citizens, and to ensure the
 protection of such rights.

 The main international instruments goveming the fundamental human rights
 are the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR); the
 International Covenant on Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights (ICESCR), and
 the European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights. Special agencies
 were created to implement and monitor the implementation of the principles
 provided for in these covenants. These agencies include the Human Rights

 * Dr Mohamed Abdulla A1 Roken is a UAE National, and a graduate of Al-Ain University (LLB); he
 received his LLM and PhD in Constitutional Law from the University of Warwick, Coventry, England
 in 1992. Dr A1 Roken is a lecturer of law at UAE University, Al-Ain and has been appointed as
 Assistant I)ean of the Faculty of Shari'a and Law. He is adrnitted as advocate and legal consultant in all
 levels of local and federal courts in the UAE. He is the Vice-Chairman of the UAE Jurist Associanon
 and is a member of the International Association of Consiitutional Law (IACL), American Society of
 International Law (ASIL) and British Society for Middle East Studies (BRISMES).
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 92  ARAB LAW QUARTERLY

 Commission, the European Court of Human Rights, and non-governmental

 organisations such as Amnesw International (AI).

 Sirlce human rights constitute a common universal concem, Arab countries

 joined the illtemational human rights movement. Some signed the Universal

 Declaration and the tWO international covenants on human rights, while others

 have not yet done so. In the meantime) the Arab League is currently drafting a

 charter on the Arab individual's rights. This reflects the interest shown by Arab

 states in this important issue. Moreover, several national agencies were established

 to defend human rights in the Arab world. The more prestigious are those that

 emerged in Tunisia, Algerian Morocco, Egypt and the Sudan, as well as the Cairo-

 based Arab Organisation for Human Rights.

 In an era when the most fundamental of human values are being violated, with

 thousands of people being exposed to torwre, homelessness and persecution, a

 study of the principles of hurnan rights and public liberties is essential for the

 advancement of humanity. There are Arab regimes that seem to have never heard

 of the pmdent Caliph Omar Ibn Al-Khattab's farnous statement addressed to one

 of his local governors: "How dare you enslave people whose mothers had borne

 them free". Even those who have heard it seldom seem tO heed it. Instead, most of

 de current regimes have ardently followed the tyrannical philosophy of A1 Hajjaj

 Ibn Youssef, which ultimately resulted in silencing the masses and the emergence

 of what we know today as "the Silent Majority".

 Fortunately, conditions and violations that are occurring in other parts of the

 Arab world are unknown in the Umted Arab Eniirates (UAE), thanks tO itS

 Constitution. The political and legal realities prevailing in de UAE prompt a

 study of the rights and liberties as siipulated in this Constination and as observed

 v

 m c .ay-to-e ay actlvltles.

 This ariicle falls into several parts. The first deals with basic definitions and the

 sanctioning of rights and public freedoms in accordance with the general theory of

 the law, md the restrictions perrnitted in international cover}ants and their extent.

 The second deals with the legal status of these rights and liberiies in the

 Constinuiion of the UAE, as well as guarantees and restrictions pertaining to them.

 HUMAN RIGHTS AND THEIR REGULATION: A GENERAL

 PER SPECTIVE

 A number of jurists distinguish between the term "human rights", and the term

 "public freedoms". The first refers to a set of nanlral nghts enjoyed by a person,

 and are part and parcel of his nature. Iwhese rights exist, even though they may not

 be recognised by an authority, or violated by it. The second refers to a specific

 1 Hussam Ja, Human Rights in the Arab World ( in Arabic), Cente of Arab Unity Snldies, Beirut,
 l986, p. 166.
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 HUMAN RIGHTS UNDER THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 93

 group of liberties recognised, regulated and eventually guaranteed by the law.2

 The scope of human rights is, therefore, much broader than de legal framework

 that encompasses public freedoms.

 Since the emergence of the concept of human rights, a controversy has raged

 over the extent of its mandatory nature, and whether the Declaration of Human

 Rights imposes a legal obligation on the state or whether it iS merely a political

 statement. Different nations diverged in their understanding of the legality of the

 mandatory character of the principles of hwnan rights. The French, Vedel argues,

 love declarations of principles) and yet scorn t}}e measures such decIarations

 normally involve.3 They, therefore, issued these rights in the form of human rights

 declarations; or stated them in the preambles of their constitutions, thus

 unleashing a controversy over the legal value of such rights.4 This controversy

 was settled as late as 1971 by the Constitutional Council) which conferred upon the

 rights declared in the 1958 Constitution full constitutional capacity.5 However, the

 British believe that recognition of liberties is useless and meaningless if they are

 not practised, and society is not interested in their protection.6 They, therefore,

 forrnulated such rights in the form of ordinary laws that could be easily amended

 by Parliament. But the Americans chose to recognise human rights and public

 freedoms in the context of their Constitution, thus giving them a rigid

 constitutional character.

 However, such diSerences over the method of legal recognition of human rights

 do not affect the heart of the issue. The regulation of such rights has always

 conformed to binding legal rules, arsd not to philosophical, ethical or moral

 principles. These rights may be expressed in the form of constitutional articles or

 legal provisions prornulgated by che legislature or executive authorities. But) these

 rights, as well as the scope of their authority, are strengthened as they ascend the

 scale of legal rules.

 Contemporary legal systems are not satisfied with the mere statement of human
 rights in the pregnble or the text of the constitution or in separate laws) so have

 taken a step further by affording several guarantees ensuring their effectiveness

 and their binding legal effect for all members of society These general guarantees

 for human rights may be listed as foIlows:

 (1) Stressing the principle of three separate powers, thus ensuring that none of

 them encroach upon the sphere of competence of the other or violates the

 individual's basic rights.

 2 Dr Mohamed Saced Al-Magthoub, Public Freedoms and Htlman Righn (in Arabic), Gross Press,
 Tripoli, p. 9.
 3 Dr Al-Magioub, ibid., p. 127.

 4 Othman Abdul-Malek Al-Saleh, "Humarl Rights and their Guarantees: A Comparaiive Study of
 Gulf Constitutions and Universal Declasations and Oris of such Rights in Islam" ( in Arabic),
 ffournal of the Gulf and Arabian Peninsula Studies, 18, April 1979, p. 63.

 5 l:)r Nafis Saleh Al-Madannat, "Value of Constituiional Recogriition of Human Rights" in Human
 Rights, Vol. 3 (in Arabic), edited by Mohamed Shenf Basiouni et al, Dar Al-Elem, Beirut, 1989, pp.
 18F190.

 6 I:)r Al-Magrhoub, op. cit., p. 128. See also A.V. Dicey Introduction to the Law of lhe Constittltaon,
 Libeny Classics, Indianapolis, 1982, pp. 1 1 S1 17.
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 94  ARAB LAW QUARTERLY

 (2) Emphasising the principle of legality and the nule of law, so that no action is

 taken unless it is in accordance with the supreme law of the land.

 (3) Stressing the independence of the judicial authority, and ensuring the

 individual's right to a fair trial.7

 (4) Judicial control over the actions of the other two powers has become a well

 established legal instrument for protecting and safeguarding the individual's

 rights. This is due to the panial nature of members of the judiciary. Such

 review later turned into what is known today as the control over the

 constitutionality of laws.

 In addition to constitutional guarantees, many countries provide for political

 guarantees for hurnan rights. Particularly outstanding among these are the control

 exercised by the legislature over aciions by the government, and the individual's

 right to vote and to submit complaints against any violations of such rights.

 It should be noted, however, that due to the nature of general constitutional

 rules) consiitutions usually state the general principles of human rights and public

 freedoms, and leave che details and the manner in which they are applied tO

 legislators and judges. The authorities who regulate such rights should observe

 two basic considerations:

 (1) That the regulation and restriciions pertaining to a right or a liberty should

 be within the framework of the constinltion.

 (2) That the regulation of a right or a liberty should not go to the extent of

 undelllsining it under the pretext of controlling its enjoyment.8

 Meanwhile, contemporary mtemational covenants provide for the restriction of

 human rights for six reasons. These are: national security; public safety; public

 order; public health; public morals; and protection of the rights and freedoms of

 others.9 Moreover, intemational experts who took part in drafting the Interna-

 tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights in 1966, have set forth a set of criteria

 that have to be observed in codifying any individual's basic rights. These are:

 (1) Non-restriction of human rights unless otherwise stipulated irl the national

 law.

 (2) Laws imposiIlg restrictions on exercising the rights protected by the

 constitution should not be arbitrary or uareasonable.

 7 Dr Awad Mahmoud Awad, "The Supreme Constitutional Court and the Proteciion of Human
 Rights Guaranteed by the Egyptinn Constituiion" (;n Arabic), Human RightsJ op. Cit., p. 245. Dr Awad
 states that under the 1960s regime in Egypt, the powers of the Concilc dc Etat to consider aflministrative
 decrees were diminished either drough a supulation that a particular decree is an act of sovereignty, or a
 siipulaiion dat the law or bylaws in question are not subject tO judicial review. This depnved ciiizens of
 their nght to go before courts. Such tens nzned into basic legislaton. Howelrer, this state of affairs was

 remedied in the presalt Consenliion.
 8 Dr Al-Sayed Mohamed Ibraim, Principles of Political Organisation in the United Arab Emirates (in

 Arabic), Centre of Doalmentaiion and Studies, Abu Dhabi, 1975, p. 122.
 9 I)r Badnya Al-Awadi, "Provisions Restricong Basic Human Rights in the Internaiional Covenant,

 and in Consiinloons of Member States of the Gulf Cosperation Counal" (in Arabic), 7ournal of the

 Gulf and Arabian Peninstila Studies, 40, October 1984, reference No. 1, p. 102.
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 HIJMAN RIGHTS UNDER THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 95

 (3) Legal rules restricting the enjoyment of human rights should be sufficiently

 clear and shall be made kllown to the public.

 (4) Guarsntees should be set forth by the law, accompanied by an appropriate

 and effective remedy against the illegal imposition of the restrictions

 referred to above on human rights.l°

 In sriew of the diversity of human rights in contemporary international

 covenants, jurists have attempted to classify them into groups. However, such

 classification has diverged. Some classified them into traditional individual rights,

 and economic and social rights.ll Others classified them into civil rights and

 individual liberties. A third school of thought set forth a five-fold classification of

 human rights.'2 However, we shall content ourselves here with the classification

 adopted by the majority of contemporary constitutions, dividing them into

 conventional individual liberties, and social rights.

 HUMAN RIGHTS AND PUBLIC FREEDOMS UNDER THE

 CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

 The UAE is one of the countries that emerged only recently. It is a federal state

 that consists of seven Emirates. Its Constitution (hereirlafter referred to as the

 Constitution) was promulgated on 2 December 1971 at a time when intemational

 covenants and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights were receiving

 intemational recognition and support in both their traditional and modern forrns.

 The following observaiions need to be made with regard to the attitude of the UAE

 legal system towards the huITlan rights issue.

 (1) The Constinltion folIowed the style of the Constitution of the United States

 of America with regard to the legal form in which human rights were spelled

 out. The UAE Constitution has incorporated international hurnan rights

 norms in its provisions giving them legal binding effects as the supreme law

 of the land. The incorporation of human rights norms in the Constitution

 has prevented any possible controversy over their legal value and closed the

 door for being regarded as mere ethical rules.

 (2) The UAE Constitution does not mention certain rights arld public freedoms

 stipulated by international covenants. However, this does not amount to a

 non-recognition of these rules; for recoption dereof may be explicit or

 implicit, i.e. by simply refraining from staiing them. Every right or liberty

 that is not restricted by the law is, in principle, protected and lawfill.l3

 (3) The Constitution, as we shall later see, includes several provisions

 restrictirlg de very human rights that it endorsed, for reasons related to

 0 Dr Al-Awadi, ibxd, p. 48.
 11 Dr Al-Saleh, Op.Ctt., p. 45.
 12 Dr Al Saleh, ibid., pP 7S77

 t3 Dr Al-Makoub uted sud a justifi>tion for the Lebese Constittion, Op. Cit., p. 164.
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 96  ARAB LAW QUARTERLY

 public order, public morals, and national security. Such restrictions are

 allowed under the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and other
 * . *

 mtematlona mstrurnents .

 (4) The Constimtion, unlike the Kuwaiti and Bahrairii Constitutions, does not

 prevent the possibility of amending the provisions relating to human rights

 and public freedoms unless an amendment aims at enhancing and widening

 guarantees thereof.l4

 (5) The Constitution regulates rights and public freedoms in its Second and

 Third Chapters, and in about 23 articles.

 (6) Like all other member states of the Gulf Co-operation Council, ehe UAE

 has neither signed nor ratified the Intemational Covenant on Civil and

 Political Rights, nor the International Covenant on Economic, Social and

 Cululral Rights.l5

 The rights and public freedoms stipulated by the Constitution

 The Constituiion included the two basic groups of hurnan rights and freedoms: the

 conventional individual liberties and social rights. The following is a review of the

 liberties and nghts ensured by the Consticution.

 Personal liberlies

 The personal liberties that are part of being human, include a person's physical

 liberty. His right to life should not be encroached upon; he should not be exposed

 to torture, cruel, inhumane or degrading treaunent. The last paragraph of Article

 26 of the Constitution stipulates that: "No person should be subject to torture or

 degrading treaunent". As this right is absolute, it may not be taken away or

 restricted. Any measure aimed at regulating it is, therefore, unconstinltional. This

 is because a human being's body is the symbol of his human existence and his

 dignity, and as such should be given due protection. Article 28 of the Constitution

 stipulates that "physical and mental abuse of an accused person is prohibited".

 Meanwhile, a human being's right to safety, security, peace and enjoymerlt of his

 liberiies is guaranteed by the text of Article 26 of the Constitution which emphasises

 that "personal liberty is guaranteed to all citizens". However, this liberty may be

 restricted in accordance with the provisions of the law; a citizen may be arrested,

 searched, held or deted. The Constituton, however, has established certain

 mechanisms for regallatzg this liberty, and has not left it to legislators. It stessed

 14 In contradiciion to d:le Kuwain Constitution (Article 17) and the Bahraini Constituton (Article
 104, para. 3). See Dr Al-Saleh, Op. Cit., p. 164.

 15 Uniil 31 March 1988, the UAE had raiified two intemational conventions: The Internaiional
 Conventon on the Elimination of all Forms of Racial Discriminaiiorl; and the Internaiional Convention

 on the Suppression and Punishment of de Crime of Apartheid. 12 Arab states signed the International

 Covenant on Civil and Poliiical Rights (ICCPR), and the Internaiional Convention on Econoniic)
 Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR). The National Assembly in Kuwait approved the ICCPR and
 ICESCR in January 1996.
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 HUMAN RIGHTS UNDER THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 97

 that punishment is personal and cnniinal laws have no retroactive efFect, and that

 there is no punishment or incrimirlation without a legaI text.

 The right to free movement and residence is also a basic human right. Article 29

 stipulates that "eedom of movement and residence shall be guaranteed to all

 citizens". But it should be noted that the provision relates to UAE nationals only,

 and dat it is also restricted with certain legal limits. The Federal Perlal Law

 promulgated in 1986 stipulates in Article 112 that persons convicted in certain

 cases may be denied residence in a particular place. In addition) the law referred tO

 above incriminates assault on public transport in order to maintain a human

 being's freedom of safe movement in any part of the country. However) the

 regulation of freedom of movement internally and externally does not go as far as

 tO exile or deport a citizen, as this would be tantamount to the elimination of his

 personal liberty. Thus, the Constitution stipulates in Article 37 that citizens may

 not be exiled or deported from the Federal State. As to foreagners, the law

 indicates at they may be deported in the case of the crime of rape and certain

 other specific crimes.

 Likewise, a person's correspondence and his dwelling are closely related to his

 being and, therefore, their secrecy and privacy should be maintained. Thus Article

 31 stipulates iat "freedom of communication by pOSt, cable or other means of

 communication arld the secrecy thereof shall be guaranteed in accordance with

 law"; while Article 36 emphasises that "dwellings shall be inviolable; ffiey may not

 be erltered without the perrnission of their occupants except in accordance with the

 provisions of the law and in the circumstances laid down therein". This freedom

 applies to both UAE nationals and foreigners; it is entirely forbidden to enter

 private dwellings without permission from their occupants, except in accordance

 with certain legal procedures speciEled by the Federal Law of Criminal

 Procedures Such stipulations ensure msrl's liberty from arbitrary interference

 with his privacy, firnily and home.

 Intellectual liberties

 Freedom of belief is perhaps the most irnportant of all intellectual liberties. Thus,

 Article 32 of the Constitution states that "freedom to exercise religious worship

 shall be guaranteed in accordance with established customs". Irl this connection it

 should be noted that international covenants distinguish between freedom of

 belief, and freedom of demonstraiing religion or belief. While the latter may be

 subjected to legal restrictons, the former may not. The Constituiion dus linked

 religious demonstrations to public order and public morals in order to protect

 society against ideas incompatible with Islam. Article 312 of oche Federal Perlal

 Code sets forth certain penalties (imprisonment or fine) for those who desecrate

 any of the Islamic sanctuaries or rites, or defame any of the revealed religions.

 Meanwhile, Article 317 of the same Code prohibits non-Islamic missionary

 aciivities, and incriminates those who establish? organise or run an anti-Islam

 society, agency or orgarlisation (or a branch thereof).
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 98  ARAB LAW QUARTERLY

 Another basic intellectual freedom is the freedom of opinion. The Constitution

 of the UAE did not distinguish between freedom of opinion, and freedom of

 expression. It stated both of them in Article 30 as follows: "freedom of opinion and

 expressing it thereof verbally, in a written form, or by other means of expression

 shall be guaranteed". Freedom of opinion is absolute; a person may adopt the

 opinions and ideas he personally believes m. However, the freedom of expressing

 such ideas and opinions is subject to legal restrictions to prevent abuse of this

 freedom causing hann to others.

 Freedom of the press is one aspect of the freedom of expression. It is, therefore,

 regulated by the Federal Law of Publishing and Printing of 1981, which both

 ensures this freedom and prevents its abuse. The law thus sets forth simple

 administrative penalties such as notice, waming, seizure or attachment. Harsher

 penalties include administrative suspension and stoppage or licence withdrawal.

 The law imposed certain restrictions on a Minister's exercise of his administrative

 powers so that he may not exploit them for the confiscation of the constitutionally

 guaranteed freedom.l6 Moreover, the law recognises the right of the press to

 publish whatever it deems appropriate. However, the law provides the others with

 the right to send a reply or a correction vis-a-vis the right enjoyed by the press.'7

 Holding private gathering and forniing associations are also another aspect of the

 freedom of thought and the collective expression of opinion.ls This, too, was

 guaranteed by the Constitution of the UAE in Article 33. However, it is restricted

 within limits of law.

 Economic freedorns

 To remedy the extreme injustice the workillg class had suffered under individual

 capitalism in European countries, a set of economic rights and freedoms were

 recognised. These rights and freedoms were included in the Constinltion of the

 UAE Article 34 stipulates that every citizen is free to choose his occupation or

 profession or craft. This freedom, however, may be restricted within the limits of

 the law regulating it. But it should be noted that freedom from enforced labour and

 slavery are not subject to any restrictions. Only in very special circumstances may

 forced labour be allowed by law, provided that the workers involved shall get fair

 16 Dr Ihsan Hindi, "Ad=iinistrative Penalues that may be passed against newspapers by virnJe of the

 Publishing and Printing Laws in Member States of the Gulf Co-operation Council" (in Arabic), King

 Saud University3rournal, Vol. 3, 1991, pp. 13S131. Among the restrictions irnposed by the law on the
 minister's exercise of his power to suspend a newspaper or periodical is that suspension may not exceed

 two weeks, and dat suspension may be resorted to only in cases of absolute necessity and that the

 niinister shall submit a report to the Cabinet. The Publishing and Printing Law also gavc the
 publication's proprietor the right to go before a court to annul the suspension decrec.

 17 Dr Ihsan Hindi, "The Right Reply and Correct as Stipulated in Publishing and Pring Laws in

 the Member States of the Gulf Co-operation Council" (in Arabic), Al- Taawon 3rournal, Year 1, Issue 1,
 January 1986, pp. 82-83.

 '8 Dr Mostafa Mahmoud Affifi, Summary of the Principles of Constitutional Law and Comparattte
 Political Systems (in Arabic), Vol. 2, Dubai Police Academy, 1988, p. 400.
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 HUMAN RIGHTS IJNDER THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 99

 compensation. Slavery, meanwhile, is utterly forbidden through a constitutional
 provlslon.

 The right and duty to work is a cornerstone of the progress achieved by the UAE

 society. Thus, Article 20 of the Constitution made it incznbent upon the state to
 ensure this freedom through the provision for job opportuniiies as well as
 appropriate and adequate training for citizens. Moreover, the Consiitution
 regulates relaiionships between employers and employees, rendering this a

 responsibility of the state. Article 120 makes the Federation solely responsible
 for legislation pertaiziing to work relationships. The Constitution has even gone a

 step further by stipulating that the regulation of such relationships should be

 effected in line with advanced world labour legislaiion. It has been truly noted that

 the "labour legislation in the Union is to be developed in the light of advanced
 international legislation in the field, and foreigners' rights and freedoms are

 governed by the various international covenants, treaties, etc., subscribed to by the

 UAE".l9 Article 35 further specified this cornmitment by emphasising the right to

 equal access to public service in accordance with the provision of the law.

 The right to ownership is also ensured by the Constitution in such a way that
 would maintain the interests of both individuals and society. Article 21 provides
 for the protection of private property, while Article 22 emphasises the inviolability

 of public property. In Article 39 the Consiitution also safeguards this economic

 right against confiscation and cancellation. The ConsiitutionX however, does not

 make the right to ownership an absolute one in order to prevent encroachment

 upon society's interests, and the widening of social differences. For exanple, it
 prohibits ownership of natural resources by individuals, rendering these public

 property in the interests of national economy. Moreover, the Constitution places

 certain restrictions to minimise economic dominance, it thus states that private

 ownership may be restricted, while private property may be expropriated in the
 public interest provided fair compensation is paid.

 The Constitution was content with such principles, and so did not go further
 with regard to safeguarding the economic rights of societ;y as a whole. Unlike the
 constitutions of Kuwait and Bahrain, the UAE Consiitution does not stiplllate that

 concessions and monopolies are to be granted through a law.20

 Meanwhile, the Constinuiion of the UAE does not explicitly refer to freedom of
 trade and industry as an economic freedom. However, chere are implicit hints in a

 set of provisions safeguarding this freedom. Thus Articles 21, 22 and 24 stipulate

 that social jusiice and sincere co-operation between public and private activities

 are the basis of the national economy.

 tg W.M. Ballantyne, Commeraal Law in the Arab Middk Evst: The Guy States, Lloyd's of London
 Press Ltd., 1986, p. 34.
 20 Dr Al-Saleh, Op. Cit., p. 57
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 Political rights

 Political rights fall into two main sections: the right to pariicipate in govermnent;
 and oche right to submit petitions and complsints, also known as the right to address
 authorities.2l The first section iIlcludes the right to vote, stand for eleciions, and
 express opinion in public referendurns. Article 21 of the Universal Declaration of
 Human Rights spells out these rights. The second section includes the means by
 which individuals may express their viewpoints regarding certam political
 demands.

 The UAE Constitution, according to one writer, does not include in its fabric
 the freedom to participate in public afEairs represented in the right tO vote and tO
 stand for elections.22 The preamble of the Consetution, however, states that a
 parliamentary democraiic regime is a step cherished by the Rulers of ie Emirates,
 and that dey are preparing the people of the Federation for such a step. The right
 tO address public authorities is contained in Article 41 of the Constitution. It gives
 individuals the right tO submit their complaints against any violation of their rights
 and freedoms to the competent authorities, including the judicial authorities.

 Social freedoms

 These are the freedoms which the society nollllally ensures for all its members in
 order to maintain a standard of Iivirlg adequate for health, education and well-
 being. Foremost among those rights are the right to adequate social security.
 Ariicle 16 of the Constitution provides for child and mother care, juvenile
 protection, health care, and care for old and jobless people. It went as far as to call
 upon the state to promulgate laws for general assistance and social security.

 Applying this article, the state promulgated federal laws and decrees relating to
 the family, mother and child care, and care for old people. Perhaps the most
 portant of such laws and decrees are Federal Law No. 13 of 1972 conceg
 social subsidy, Law No. 3 of 1982 relatzg to social security, and Law No 9 of
 1982 conceming emergency assistance in the event of private or public disaster.23
 Ariicle 16 also requires the state to look after juvenile health, and to render medical
 and heald services free of charge; as well as to combat epidemics, spread health
 culture and create favourable conditions for workiIlg mothers.

 Another social right is education. Civilised countries constanocly seek to uphold
 and enhance the educaiional standards of their people by making available means
 of learning and scientific research free of charge and in all possible forms. The
 UAE Constitution emphasises this right. Article 17 stipulates dat "education is a
 filr}damental factor for oche progress of de society; it shall be compulsory m its

 21 Dr Affifi, Op. t., pp. 381-383.

 22 Dr Abdul Khaleq Abdullah, "Human Rig:hts in de Consenloon of the United Arab Erates'} (in
 Arabic), Social Affairs, Year 4, Issue 16, 1988, p. 15.

 23 Abdul Wahhab Abdoul, "Pnnciples of the Universal Declaraiion of Human Rights in the
 Legislation of the United Arab ExIiirates" (in Arabic), Al Adaleh yournal, Year 11, Issue 40, July 1984,
 p. 42.
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 HUMAN RIGHTS UNDER THE UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 101

 primary stage, and free of charge in all the other stages within the Union". The

 Constitution thus made the Federal State shoulder the responsibility of education.

 The right to free education requires the opening up of all channels and types of

 education: general, vocational, technical, etc. supported by the adoption of

 curricula compatible with the Constitution, as well as providing appropriate study

 buildings to make possible the realisation of this noble mission.

 Meanwhile, the Constitution makes it possible for society members to

 participate in shouldermg educational responsibilities. According to Ariicle 18,

 citizens may establish private schools, provided these should be in accordance with

 the provisions of the law, and supervised by the competent public authorities.

 Such restrictions on the right to set up private schools were spurred by the

 paramount implications of education for future generations and the need to

 ascertain that education is compatible with the foundations of the general system of

 the state, namely Islamic Shari'a and genuine Arab values.

 Human rights restrictions and guarantees under the UAE Constitution24

 As stated earlier, international covenants gave states the right to restrict through

 domestic laws certain human rights, provided that such restrictions do not amount

 to the undellllming of such rights, or eliminate their object and purpose, or

 contradict the essence of constitutional provisions. The Constitution of the UAE

 contained several "limitation clauses" and gave the legislators the right to regulate

 or restrict certain rights and public freedoms included therein. Such restrictions

 may be in pursuance of the provisions of the law (as in the case of the right to

 ownership, personal freedom, freedom of correspondence, equal access to public

 service), or within the limits of the law (as in the case of freedom of expression and

 opinion, freedom of assembly and association, freedom of movement and residence

 for citizens). Restrictions may also be prescribed by law (as in the case of imposing

 forced labour, and denouncing or withdrawal of nationality); or for the reasorls

 relating to public order and public morals (as in the case of observation of religious

 rites). Moreover, certain rights may be restricted in e circumstances specified by

 law (as in the case of banning the general confiscation of property).

 We have indicated some regulations and restrictions imposed by federal laws

 pursuant to constituiional authority by way of regulating certain public freedoms

 or rights. The essence of this mechanism is keenness on maintaining ffie said

 freedoms or rights by safeguarding them against arbitrary action by public

 authorities irl the form of executive, legislative or judicial actions.

 It is worth noting, as W.M. Ballantyne truly observed, that the UAE

 Constitution as in the case of Kuwait and France 'cinsert such phrases as 'in

 accordance with law and/or public policy and/or morals' . . . thus preserving to the

 24 Dr Al-Awadi, op. cit., p. 85. See also for further discussion Dr Mohamed A. A1 Roken,
 "Constitutional Regulation of Liberties and Fundamaltal Rights" (in Arabic), 3'ournal of Shanah and
 Law, Vol. 8, November 1994, pp. 37>423.
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 Government from time to time discretion to legislate on acceptable levels of
 freedom. This contrasts sharply with the absolute terrns of the US First
 Amendment".25

 It should be noted that not all the restrictions under the UAE Constituiion have
 been imposed with explicit legal controls compatible with the International
 Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, which does not permit derogation from
 certain rights and freedoms even in cases of emergency.
 In her remarkable article on "Provisions Restricting Basic Human Rights.. .",

 Dr Badriya Al-Awadi states that:

 ... accordirlg to the Intemational Covenant, the powers of national legislators are not
 absolute, but are restricted by the presence of a necessity that justifies the promulgation of
 laws restricg freedoms. This important restriction (a proven necessity) does not occur in
 the consiitutions of the member states of the Gulf Co-operation Council in their halldling of
 rights and public freedoms.26

 The absence of restraints over the powers of legislators to make laws restricting
 damental and basic rights and freedoms has become an instnlment for
 demolishing them.

 It should be noted that as common matter the scope of legal restrictions widens
 whenever martial law is declared, and subsequently the scope of human rights
 becomes narrower. International covenants, therefore, have not set forth fixed
 foundations for the protection of an individual's basic rights and to prevent
 encroachment by the state upon them in cases of emergency.

 The Constitution of che UAE dealt with this issue in Articles 145 and 146, and
 makes possible the declaration of martial law in accordance with the following

 . .

 conc .ltlons:

 (1) Three public authorities take part iIl the declaration of martial law: a
 suggestion is first made by the President, and this has to be approved by the
 Council of Ministers and ratified by the Supreme Council.

 (2) Martial law is to be declared only in cases specifically specified by the law.
 (3) Mariial law is to be declared through a decree, and eventually lifted by a

 decree.

 (4) Some coIlstitutional provisions may be suspended within the limits of the
 law, but the Federal National Council shall not be suspended while martial
 law is in effect.

 However, this constitutional arrangement does not exclude the basic rights and
 freedoms of individuals, which remain inviolable even under mareal law, such as
 the right to life, freedom from slavery and forced labour, and freedom from torture
 or degrading treatment. However, constitutional texts did not adopt the rule
 prohibiting discrimination between ciiizens during emergencies.27 Moreover, the

 Ballantgne, op. cit., p. 44.
 26 Dr Al-Awad, Op. at.
 27 Dr Al-Awadi, ibid., pp. 91-92. Also A1 Roken, ihd., pp. 408 410.
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 Constitution does not set in its provisions any limit for the duration of martial law.

 This niight jeopardise tndividuals' basic rights and freedoms in the future. It

 should also be noted that no law has been promulgated to regulate "state of
 ,,

 emergency

 Generally, the UAE Constitution has set forth guarantees safeguarding human

 rights under normal conditions, side by side with the genuine consiitutional

 guarantees. Foremost among these are the right to fair trial arsd public hearing

 before an mdependent and impartial tribunal, and the right to equal treatment

 before the law. The Constitution thus ensured the right to submit petitions or

 complaints against any encroachment upon public freedoms, whether by a public

 authority) or by ordinary persons. The right to go before courts of justice ensured

 by Article 41 of the Constitution has thus ensured the following:

 (1) A trial by a court of law;

 (2) That judges are fair, independent and impartial;

 (3) That the accused shall be presumed innocerlt until proved guilty; and

 (4) That sentence shall not be passed until the accused has given his defence

 freely and fully.28

 The Corustitution emphasises initially in Article 25 the right tO equal treatrnent,

 and that there is no discrimination (on the basis of origin, domicile, religion or

 social status) between citizens of the Union. Equality is not confined to UAE

 citizens, as may be casually understood from the text; Article 40 indicates that

 foreigners, too, enjoy the freedoms and rights contained in international covenants,

 as well as in the treaties and agreements to which the UAE is a sigrlatory.

 In Article 28, the Constitution stipulates that an accused has the right to hire a

 lawyer to defend him, while Article 94 stresses de mdependence of the judiciary:

 '<justice is the basis of the regime; and judges are independent and are governed in

 performing their duties only by the law and their own conscience". Independence

 of the judiciary is reiterated in Article 1 of Federal Law No. 3 of 1983 on oche

 organisation of the Federal Judicial Authority. It states that:

 Justice is the basis of the regime, and judges are independent and are governed in the

 discharge of their duiies only by the provisions of Islamic Shariah, the obsenred Iaws and

 their own conscience; no person or authonty may encroach upon the independence of the

 . . . . . . . . . .

 uc lclary or lntertere lrl the admm1socraaon o lustlce.

 A third guarantee is provided by the Constitunon, naTnely the udicial control

 over actions by the Executi^e Authority; also known as ie contol over the

 constittionality of laws. Such control is provided for in seven ariacles relaimg to

 the Federal Supreme Court, which is ffie body exercising this control. Article 99

 stipulates in its second and third paragraphs that the Federal Supreme Court

 examines the constitutionality of laws) legislation and bylaws in general. Such

 subsequent control is exercised only after the promulgation of a federal or local

 28 Ahmed Mahdi Al-I:)iwani, "Judicial Authority in the United Arab Emirates" (in Arabic), At
 Adaleh gournal, Year 4, Issue 16, October 1977, pp. 32-33
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 legislation, and as such is much more effective than prior control. However, the

 Constittion does not enable individuals to directly go before the Federal Supreme

 Court. When axly other court in the country deems a petition on the

 unconstitutionality of a certain legislation, it may refer it to the Federal Supreme

 Court.

 In this conrlection, it should be noted that the UAE Constitution does not

 embrace the priIlciple of Separation of Powers. The body making laws and

 legislaiion is usually the one that executes them. 7shis might jeopardise certain

 basic rights. Moreover, the control exercised by the Federal National Collncil over

 the govermnent does not go as far as to be considered a satisfactory political

 guarantee. According to the text of the Constitution, the Council has the right to

 question and to debate general issues, and to set forth recommendations regarding

 them. Indeed members of the Council have repeatedly tried to go beyond this

 lirnited constituiional framework and play a more active role in guaranteeing

 human nghts in the state. Particularly noteworthy is the debate on, and subsequent

 amendment of, the draft Federal Penal Law. Their close examination of the issue,

 and their rejection of the restrictions mcluded therein resulted in the elimination of

 certain penalties and the softenmg of others set for certain crimes.

 Views on the Code of Federal Criminal Procedures in relation to public

 freedoms29

 As indicated earlier, the Constitution of the UAE gives the legislators the right to

 regulate md restrict certain rights and public freedoms embodied m its provisions.

 The promulgation of the Federal Law on Crimirlal Procedures No. 35 of 19923°

 was a model dat should be analysed in order to discern the pnncipal ideas behind

 it, namely the extent of the effectiveness of giving the legislators the power to

 regulate the basic rights, and ensuring that there shall be no encroachment

 thereupon.

 First of all, we have to emphasise that ie Federal Law referred to above is a

 posiiive development in the legal drive of the state. It unified the legal systems

 pertag to criIninal procedures, and removed contradictions and encroachments

 dat had marred current state laws in certaill emirates. Provisions of this law played

 a positive role in guaranteeillg the basic human rights. For instance, state laws

 allowed the arrest of a person, ius depriving him of his liberty upon oche mere

 suspicion that he had committed, or was preparing tO commit a crime. Arrest

 constinltes a restriction of a person's freedom, even if it is for a short time Local

 legislation had gone too far in specifymg the cases where individuals may be

 arrested. Individuals could be arrested even in cases where an aciivity has not

 29 Information and analysis contained in this secon were mainly denved from information provided

 by Dr Medhat Abdul Halim Ramadan, Lecturcr at l:he Faculty of Shariah and Law, United Arab

 Eniirates University, and his printed notes entitled: "Notes on Criminal Procedures in the Light of

 Current Laws in the Uxiited Arab Emirates".

 30 The Offiaal Gazette, Issue 239 (a special issue), Year 22, 1992.
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 reached the stage of preparing for committing a crime; and it is taken for granted

 that the pre-preparation stage is not punishable. The Federal Law thus restricted

 the power of the police to arrest individuals, thus ensuring freedoms and non-

 encroachment thereupon. It expressly states iat for an arrest to be effected, there

 must be a crime with adequate prima facie evidence against the person to be

 arrested.

 Likewise, state laws had given police officers who are vested with arrest powers

 the right to arrest a person if they have the least suspicion that he has cotted a

 crime during the preceding 48 hours. This is a relaiively long penod, and is thus in

 conflict with the rationale of widening the powers given to police officers in cases

 of persons caught flagrante delicto. The Federal Law) however, deems a crime

 flagrante delicto if discovered while committed) or a short while after. The

 estimation of a short while is thlls left to the discretion of the judge hearing the

 case.

 With regard to search, the Federal Law stipulates that it is possible only through

 a warrant to be issued by the public prosecuiion, and in cases where the crime is

 flagrante delicto, or when adequate evidence is available to the effect that the

 accused is concealing things or papers that may help reveal the truth. Once the

 officer with arrest powers concludes his task, he should not go on searching.

 Meanwhile, house inspection is to be effected only in the presence of the accused,

 or whoever may represent him.

 Likewise, the law guarantees the protection of a person's privacy in the process

 of investigation. It ensures secrecy of correspondence: neither the papers of the

 accused nor the correspondence he may have communicated with his lawyer, may

 be seized. Moreolrer, a public prosecutor may not seize or censor somebody's

 correspondence unless warranted to do so by the Public Prosecutor General.

 With regard to interrogation, the Law ensures impariiality and non-encroach-

 ment by the executive authority on human rights and freedoms. Thus, officers

 vested with investigation powers may not interrogate a suspect or accused less in

 very exceptional cases such as to avoid lapses of time. Meanwhile, the Law

 stipulates that it is the public prosecution who is the body that carries out ie

 interrogation; the police may be asked to undertake certain preliminary

 interrogation, but not the entire process.

 With all these advantages in the Federal Law, however, the fact iat legislators

 are given the upper hax}d without explicit legal restraints stated in the Constitution

 has led to drawbacks that may jeopardise basic human rights and freedoms.

 The first drawback is that the prosecution combines e indictment and

 investigation powers. In this connection, an important quesiion arises: how could

 the prosecuiion be an adversary and an arbitrator at the sarne time? Moreover, it

 cannot be claimed that a public prosecutor is fimctionally independent vis-a-vis his

 superiors. In fact, the power to decide whether to accuse a person, or to drop the

 case, lies with the upper echelons of the prosecution. Additionally, it is the chief of

 public prosecution who normally assigns a prosecutor for each case; and so he may

 expIoit this role to assign cases in such a way as would influence the proceedings
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 and decisions. Moreover, the chief public prosecutor may sply shift assign-

 ments, talig a case already beirlg handled by one prosecutor and giving it to

 another.

 While the prosecution is normally presumed a fair opponent m a criminal case,

 we must not overlook the flaws of hllman nature. Here one may ask: is it likely that

 a prosecutor may admit that an accused is not guilty after so much work to bring

 the case agmnst the defendant and collect the evidence against him? Legislators

 should have exed modern procedural laws, instead of borrowing the law of a

 particular Arab state whose special circumstances had led it to vest the indictment

 and examination fctions in the hands of the prosecution. It should be noted that

 this borrowing was incomplete, as it dropped the guarantees provided m the very

 law dat it borrowed from, such as the presence of an investigaiing judge tO

 endorse certain aspects of the examination. What is required, then, is tO assign the

 investigation powers to a judicial autority mdependent of the public prosecution

 iIl order to ensure human rights.

 Ariicle 100 of the Federal Law of Crimillal Procedures emphasises the need for a

 lawyer to be present with an accused during his examination. Such lawyer is

 intended to act as a control force. He may object to certain questions or to the way

 they are addressed. However, the prosecutor may drop this guarantee if he deems

 this to be iIl the interest of the investigation. In doing so, he violates the accused's

 right to defend himself, a right guaranteed by the Constitution.

 An individual's personal freedom as well as his freedom of travel are among the

 set of basic rights and freedoms. However, the Federal Law regulates them in such

 a way that renders it possible to hold a person m custody for a period of 21 days,

 upon an order from the public prosecution. This period may be extended to not

 more than 30 days upon an order from the judge concemed, should the

 investigation so require. Holdirlg a person in custody is another forrn of depriering

 him of his liberty. Ariicle 110 of the Law renders it possible tO renew the holding

 of a person and for indeEmite periods of time. As a result of iis provision, an

 innocent person may be held in prison and for a long or indefinite period of time.

 Arnong the legislauve contradiciions in this conneciion is that ffie Law does not

 siiplllate the holding of a person in custody if the crime in question is punishable

 by death or by a life sentence. According to Article 106, the person in question may

 be held in custody, and che matter is thus left to the discreiion of the prosecutor in

 felony and misdemeanour cases. In another article, however, the law forbids the

 temporary release of an accused held in custody for a crime punishable by death or

 a life sentence. This conflicts wid no-guilt evidence) and the constituiional

 provision that an acmsed has the right tO be presumed innocent ualess proved

 guilty follomeng a fair and lawfill tnal. The contradiciion lies in the fact that

 whereas a prosecutor may order an accused to be held in custody, he may not order

 him to be temporanly released. Moreover, if the law regulates the right of peiition)

 eniitlmg an accused whose custody was decided in his absence, it does not regulate

 the ways and means of submittiIlg petitions by an accused against being held in

 custody.
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 Likewise, Ariicle 54 authorises police officers with arrest powers to search the

 houses of people who7 by virtue of a legal text or a court sentence, are placed under

 observation) should there be a reasonably strong suspicion that they have

 comrnitted a crime or a misdemeanour, but not if caught fZagrante delicto. Such
 an article constitutes a departre from the general nlles, as it undermines oche

 principle of equality, permitting as it does, inspection even though the offence is
 punishable only by fine, and even though the accused was not caught in the act.

 C O N C L U S I O N

 This review of the hurnan rights provisions of the Consiitution of che UAE which

 guaranteed the rights and freedoms of individuals leads one to believe iat this

 Constitution has taken a bold step in the direction of making hu}nan rights a reality

 to be enjoyed by citizens and foreigners alike and duly respected by the authorities.

 These rights and freedoms are, more or less, those stated in the Universal

 Declaration of Human Rights. It must be acknowledged, Ferefore, that the UAE
 has actually afforded an appropriate climate for the realisation of most of the rights

 and freedoms stipulated in the Declaration.

 The remarks made in this article concerning certain shortcomings with regard to

 the protectiorl of certain human rights and freedoms) or e restriction of others,

 and on the absence of controls or the omission of certain basic rights and freedoms,

 should be considered within the general frarnework of the legal drive of the state,

 and the need to safeguard its security and the prosperity of its citizens.

 The safeguarding of basic human rights is essential; it is the means whereby a

 healthy political climate is achieved. Moreover, it is oche cornerstone of economic

 progress. It has been observed that the most advanced and most prosperous

 countries of the world are those giving full respect to human rights and freedoms.

 On the other hand, e greater the violation of human rights and freedoms, ie

 slower and weaker the growth and dearelopment.3l It was, therefore, incumbent

 upon the UAE to join ffie mternational human rights drive, and to broaden their

 political and judicial safeguards, and to make sure that they are a day-to-day reality

 reflecting respect for the provisions of the Constitution, and enhancing the

 prestige of the country throughout the world.

 Studying the provisions of the Constitution wich a preconceived belief that it is

 doubt:ful to praciice them, would narn a ciiizen into an entity alien to chis society.

 As Dr Othman Abdul-Malek states:

 Yesterday's marl must be very unhappy as it never occurred to him that he holds sucred

 rights and, therefore, did nothing to protect them. Today's man, however, would be much

 more 1mfortunate when he realises that he has such rights, but is unable to protect iem.32

 Dr Abdullah, op. At*, p. 6.
 32 Dr Al-Saleh, op. at.,
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